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Non-nodal Loads

• Many of the loads we wish to model are: 
Not applied at a convenient node.

Distributed between nodes.
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Non-nodal Loads (cont.)

• Or not a direct force.
Temperature effects.

Prestrains & construction errors.
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Stiffness Method

• Under the constraints of the matrix method, 
we can only apply forces at the nodes.

• We want to find nodal forces that produce a 
effect on the member that is equivalent to 
the “real” load.

• We will refer to these as equivalent nodal 
forces.
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Equivalent Nodal Forces

• We will derive equivalent forces from 
physical arguments about the behavior of 
the element.

• The equivalent forces are approximations, 
but usually very good approximations.
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Equivalent Nodal Forces (cont.)

• Equivalent nodal forces produce 
displacements at the nodes which are the 
same as those produced by the non-nodal 
forces.

• To derive the equivalent nodal forces we 
imagine having clamps that can prevent 
displacements at the nodes or ends of the 
element.
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Fixed-end Forces

• With these clamps we:
Clamp all the nodes to restrain displacements 
(translations and rotations) and apply the non-
nodal forces. 
“Measure” the forces in the clamps required to 
restrain the displacements. 

• These are the fixed-end forces {PF}.
Do not confuse the fixed-end force matrix with 
the “free” node joint loads {Pf}.
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Equivalent Nodal Forces

• To calculate the displacements and forces in 
the structure, we:

Remove the non-nodal forces, 
Remove the clamps, and 
Apply forces to the structure which are equal 
and opposite to the fixed-end actions.

• These are the equivalent nodal forces {PE}. 
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Applying Forces

• To determine the displacements in the 
structure, we:

Apply the nodal forces 
Add the equivalent forces

{ } { } [ ]{ }dSPP E =+
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Fixed-end Forces

• Since the fixed-end forces are equal and 
opposite to the equivalent nodal forces, we 
could write the previous equation as:

{ } { } [ ]{ }dSPP F =−
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Local Coordinates

• If the fixed-end forces were defined in local 
coordinates they must be transformed to 
global coordinates 

• Once they are in the global coordinate 
system they can be combined to create the 
fixed-end force matrix for the entire 
structure, {PF}.

{ } [ ] { }FF QTF T=
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Solving for Displacements

• If the support displacements are all zero, we 
could eliminate the supported DOF’s and 
solve for the free displacements

{ } [ ] { } { }( )Ffffff PPSd ,
1 −= −
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Support Reactions
• We return to the complete structural stiffness 

matrix (equilibrium equation) to find the 
support reactions

where the supported displacements in {d} have 
zero displacement.

• This implies that the fixed-end forces are 
added to the support reactions

{ } [ ]{ } { }FPdSP +=
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Member Forces

• With the displacements in hand, we can also 
calculate member forces

• where {FF} is the vector of fixed-end 
actions for that element.

{ } [ ]{ } { }FFvKF +=
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Local Coordinates

• Since we typically want the member forces 
in local coordinates, we can rewrite the 
previous equation as

• which assumes that the member fixed-end 
actions were originally defined in local 
coordinates {QF}.

{ } [ ][ ]{ } { }FQvTkQ +=


